
 
 

Vikar Technologies Joins the Jack Henry™ Vendor Integration Program  
VIP enables Vikar Technologies to integrate with SilverLake System®, Yellow Hammer™, and Synergy 

 
Old Bridge, N.J., June 2, 2023 – Vikar Technologies, Inc. (“Vikar”), a leading provider of unified, straight-
through digital experiences for the financial services industry announced today that it has joined the Jack 
Henry™ Vendor Integration Program (VIP). Participation in the program will provide Vikar access to Jack 
Henry’s technical resources to enable Vikar to integrate with SilverLake System®, Yellow Hammer™, and 
Synergy. VIP is designed to help ensure that Jack Henry’s customers can easily deploy third-party 
products.  
 
The One Vikar Client Lifecycle Management solution integrates with SilverLake System, Yellow Hammer, 
and Synergy via jXchange™, a services-based programming interface that enables third-party vendors 
and banks to access the platform’s core data and business rules. The integrity of data is maintained 
throughout any data exchange, because access to business rules and data is managed through a service 
layer which governs these interactions. 
 
The One Vikar solution is an enterprise-level solution that provides a single, unified experience from client 
to front office through compliance and operations with direct integration to Jack Henry solutions. Instead 
of business units operating in silos, financial institutions can now cross-sell from one business unit to the 
next based on a holistic view of the client information. Glenn Bolstad, CEO and Co-Founder of Vikar said, 
“Our suite of One Vikar solutions currently integrates into core banking systems. Our partnership with 
Jack Henry allows for a speedier integration process resulting in quicker delivery of our solutions to 
financial institutions.” 
 
“Vikar was founded with a mission to strengthen and support community and regional banks,” said 
Amruta Dongre, CTO and Co-Founder of Vikar Technologies. “Our partnership with Jack Henry 
demonstrates our continued commitment to empower these institutions with smarter modern software so 
they can better compete in today’s digital environment. We look forward to working with the Jack Henry 
team.” 
 
Jack Henry’s VIP takes the customer out of the middle, providing vendors with direct access to Jack 
Henry’s technical resources and test systems. VIP inclusion is not an endorsement of the vendor’s 
product. 

 
About Jack Henry™  
Jack Henry™ (Nasdaq: JKHY) is a well-rounded financial technology company that strengthens 
connections between financial institutions and the people and businesses they serve. We are an S&P 500 
company that prioritizes openness, collaboration, and user centricity – offering banks and credit unions a 
vibrant ecosystem of internally developed modern capabilities as well as the ability to integrate with 
leading fintechs. For more than 46 years, Jack Henry has provided technology solutions to enable clients 
to innovate faster, strategically differentiate, and successfully compete while serving the evolving needs 
of their accountholders. We empower approximately 8,000 clients with people-inspired innovation, 
personal service, and insight-driven solutions that help reduce the barriers to financial health. Additional 
information is available at www.jackhenry.com. 
 
About Vikar Technologies, Inc 
Vikar is revolutionizing the way banks do business today. They are the only company providing software 
in which customers, lenders, branch managers, underwriters, KYC, and operation teams collaborate from 
a common interface across loans, deposits, treasury, and wealth management.  
 
Vikar offers modern solutions with built-in rules and automation supporting today’s demands from both 
bank clients and employees. The One Vikar solutions are built with a holistic view of a bank’s business 
and completely integrates into the core banking system. The solution covers all business lines: retail, 

https://www.jackhenry.com/?__hstc=185960374.065082440a863ee47ae97bdff87da103.1654702129605.1654788796599.1655304450722.3&__hssc=185960374.2.1655304450722&__hsfp=3927851187


commercial and wealth management; and is available in all three service modes: self, joint and full 
service. Smarter Modern Banking: One View, One Vendor, One Vikar. 
For more information, visit www.vikartech.com. 
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